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I wish to welcome all readers to this volume 
of INSIGHT. The theme of this volume is 
"Motivating learners and lecturers." As 
UNIMAS strives forward in its twentieth 
year in pursuit of excellence, 
motivation is indeed crucial factor 
in ensuring quality teaching 
and producing outstanding 
graduates. Research and 
literature have sln own that 
having high motivation will 
enhance students' desire to 
learn and thus result in more 
meaningful and successfu ll 
learning. Highly motivated 
lecturers also prepare and deliver 
better quality instruction. Therefore, this issue of INSIGHT 
aims to explore the issue of "Motivating learners and 
lecturers" from the perspectives of t he literature and 
also through the sharing of knowledge and experiences 
among lecturers in UNIMAS. 
The first four articles focus directly on the theme of this 
issue. The first article defines motivation, discusses various 
motivational theories and looks at key factors influencing 
motivation among educators and learners. To motivate 
students, the article discusses a number of intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors that contribute to students' motivation 
to learn, and it tied the discussions to Student-Centred 
learning {SCll, a teaching and learning paradigm that the 
university hopes will be widely used in tertiary teaching. 
The second article shares experiences regarding ways 
lecturers can motivate students, and suggests conditions 
essential for teachers' motivation. Culturing and 
maintaining subject enthusiasm that can uplift motivation 
is the thrust of the third article. The fourth article, on the 
other hand, provides a unique perspective about our 
personal motivational efforts, and it invites us to examine 
the importance of pastoral care as a meaningfu l source of 
motivation for student learning. 
The fifth article, details the progression of blended 
e-Iearning initiatives at Unimas, and proposes several 
interesting ideas to ensure that our e-Iearning spaces are 
exciting and motivating for both students and lecturers. In 
the same spirit, the sixth article is a sharing of experiences 
on how the author enhances the blended e-Iearning 
environment to motivate his own students. The 
article aliso discusses technical pre-requlisites of 
successful learning via Morpheus, specifically in 
terms of ICT infrastructure. 
The seventh article, builds the case for putting 
in place the human and non-human factors 
that contributes to an outstanding 
university, one that future, present 
and past students are proud to be 
associated with as their alma mater. 
It envisions that, once students feel 
themselves to be part of a great 
institution, their motivation to learn 
will be enhanced. Key factors that 
are associated with an outstanding 
university are also suggested. 
last but not least, the final article, provides an interesting 
perspective about motivation. It talks about teaching as 
a persona,l journey. Using the metaphor "going into the 
woods", the author sets the idea that no two lecturers' 
experiences are ever the same. Nonetheless, all these 
different personal journeys will be a rewarding one if 
lecturers choose to make the best of what the journey has 
to offer. It is an inspirational article that urges lecturers 
to be forward looking and to continuously develop 
themselves so that they can be proud of themselves now 
and when they have to "leave the woods." 
I wish to thank all contributors to this issue of INSIGHT. I 
am sure you will find the articles useful and interesting. In 
continuation from the theme of this issue, the next issue 
of INSIGHT (Volume 19) will focus on the theme "Inclusive 
Teaching." We would like to invite you, as contributors, 
to disl.uSS issues related to inclusive teaching, in terms 
of how we address the uniqueness among students 
from diversified backgrounds and learning experiences. 
Your article may take the form of a summary of research 
output, an anecdotal account of personal expenience in 
the classroom, or a critical analysis of certain topics or 
issues related to the theme. We look forward to receive 
your contributions soon. 
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otivation can be viewed as internally or externa lly generated forces that enable a person to act or get involved in an 
I activity. The task of determining what forces actually motivate individuals is enormously complex due to the nature of 
these motivators coming from different sources (social , biolog ical , history, cognitive, environment) which may signifi cantly 
vary from person to person. Most routine things in life however do not really require any motivation on the individual doing the 
act and we all do these things on a daily basis in order to prevent unpleasant feelings or pain (i .e. eating to avoid hunger, getting 
up in the morning to prevent headache from oversleeping, brushing teeth to inhibit tooth decay, and going to chool or work). 
Motivation becomes a topic of serious concern when a desired or planned outcome is not being satisfied according to expectations 
of internal or external forces (i.e. higher productivity, improved performance, better grades). Educational psychology states that, 
motivation, in most part, is divided into two distinct types; internal (intrinsic) and external (extrinsic) motivation. The source of 
intrinsic motivation comes from within the person who feels no pressure from outside; however, extrinsic motivation relies more 
on the external environment than how a person feels towards a particular task or activity that needs to be performed. It is crucia l 
to recognize that all individuals are motivated through innumerable needs and what motivates you to act may not be sufficient to 




Steven Covey, author of"Seven Habits of Highly Effective People", once said. "Seek fi rst to understand , and then to be understood ." 
Therefore, communication in general, but more importantly business communication, comes even before any motivation related 
work can start because effective communication is the key to motivating others. As Albert Einstein said it perlectly, "We cannot 
solve our problems with the same level of thinking that created them," so it means that we have to think differently and analyze the 
needs of those who we want to motivate . A manager's, a teacher's, and an administrator 's ability to communicate ffe~tive ly and 
to make sure that the message is clearly understood by the intended receivers is absolutely vital in today 's business environmen t. 1 
"-now from my professional experience that effective communication always ranks high among all the nece ary ski ll t a hj ve 
true success in business. Verbal and nonverbaL communication barriers can adversely affect one's rare chance of any p !"Sona( and 
protessional accomplishment in life. Thus, being a good motivator starts with first being a good communicator. ommunicating 
effectively (teachers, administrators, managers, and students) can have the desired impact on reaching cri tical goa ls such a ; getling 
the job you want; being promoted in the current job; leading others through motivation; enhancing job performance; bu ild ing 





Terrel Howard B [I, rhe Secretary of Education in the Cabinet of President Ronald Reagan, once said; "There are three things to 
remember about education . The first one is motivation. The second one is motivation. The third one is motivation." We also use a 
similar analogy for the first-time Eng[ish learners; three basic rules exist for speaking perfect Eng[ish; practice, practice, and practice. 
Lai (20 II) believes that motivation refers to reasons that underlie behavior that is characterized by wil [ingness and volition. There is so 
much material out there on the topic ofmotivation; in fact, so many suggestions like 'how to motivate in 20 ways,' '25 steps to motivate 
teachers, ' or 'top 10 ways to motivate your students.' Interestingly, they all talk about similar things, but my personal experience over 
20 years as a professional and several years as an educator tells a totally di fferent story. I know that there is no ' one fi ts all' formula when 
it comes to motivating yourself. an employee, a manager, a teacher or a student. Motivating yourselfand others is much more complex 
than how it is portrayed; therefore, it requires careful analysis and use ofskills on the part of the motivator. Though, it is absolutely clear 
that a person who i.s doing the motivating needs to be aware of some techniques used in several renowned theories; such as, intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivation , incentive theory, Maslow's hierarchy ofneeds, Herzberg's two-factor theory, and the 16 basic desires theory. 
A number of motivation theories have been around for at [east two centuries and they all have distinct variations as to how one 
becomes motivated. For instance, Mayo (1880-1949), on the contrary of Taylor (1856-191 7), believed that there was more to 
motivation than monetary rewards and individuals were better motivated when their belonging needs (i.e. love, friendship , social 
interconnectednes ) were satisfied ; however, Taylor insisted that salary is the single most motivating factor for employees to go to 
work every day. Maslow (1908-1970) on the other hand, which is my personal favorite, argued that needs of people are structured 
hierarchically just li ke a pyramid containing lower and higher level needs. The theory also claims that most basic level of needs must 
be fully satisfied before the individual can move onto meeting higher level needs. According to Maslow, for example, a homeless 
person cannot b reasonably expected to think about satistying a higher level need (be[onging or esteem) when he/she is dreadfully 
more concerned about satisfYing more basic needs as food , water, and shelter trying to stay alive (physio[ogical needs). Mas[ow also 
states that the process continues until all unsatisfied needs are met; however, certain events can occur in a person's life resulting a 
sudden cbange of his/her current position either upward or downward in the hierarchy of needs pyramid. For example, winning a 
lottery or inheriting a large sum of money can easily move a person from a [ower level need (i.e. physiological) to a higher level need 
(i .e. esteem), and vice versa. Herzberg was very close to Maslow in his thinki ng but be thought that there was more to motivation 
than just having a mixture of needs categorized and grouped into five levels . So, Herzberg came up with the two-factor theory, 
which says that people are specially motivated through two sets of factors ' motivators as in intrinsic (e.g. praise, challenge, higher 
responsibility) and hygiene factors as in extrinsic (salary, posi tion, status, and other fringe benefits) . 
Intrinsic motivation studies have been conducted nearly four decades. Lai (20 II) asserts that motivation within individuals tends 
ary across subject areas, and this domain specificity increases with age; moreover. intrinsic motivation is animated by personal 
enjoyment, interest, or pleasure. Intrinsically motivated students or lecturers are more interested in intangible aspects of an activity 
vent rather than tangible rewards. Therefore, intrinsic motivation exists within the person and it is the by product of his/her 
of positive feelings that have to do with willingnes to learn new things, enjoy mastering different subject matters, feel 
Iment, and engage in activities to improve personal skills which later tum into a life-long learning habit without facing 
pressure from the external environment. Students and lecturers with intrinsic attributes like autonomy, and they enjoy being 
control of their own destiny. They believe possessing the necessary skills will effectively get them to the planned. desired, or 
IarKeted outcome. Furthermore, intrinsic efforts rely more on actual work than luck or other spiritual forces. 
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Extrinsic motivation, on the contrary of intrinsic, is more result oriented and driven by external factors; and according to Lai (20 I I), 
it is governed by reinforcement contingencies. The performance of an activity and the attainment of goals are more important than 
the actual feelings of participants. Competition, monetary rewards and fear of punishment are more obvious components of extrinsic 
motivation. However, trying to motivate someone who possesses intrinsic attributes based on extrinsic motivators can demotivate the 
individual, it is also true other way around. Students with extrinsic attributes like to win competitions by beating others and they are 
extra motivated if there is a cash reward, a good grade, or a trophy at the end for the winner. Incentive theory plays a significant role 
for extrinsic motivation as long as the incentives are in terms of tangible prices (i.e. money, car, house, or other material instruments) 
not intangible rewards (for instance, praising, awarding a title, or simply feeling of satisfaction). Extrinsically motivated individuals 
would get an enormous sense of joy for being at the centre of things and being cheered by spectators after winning a competition. 
Motivating Lecturers' Best Work 
Everything revolves around teachers, who build cities through the brilliant work of architects, heal people through the magical 
hands of doctors, construct roads, bridges through the ingenuity of engineers, and create civilizations through the self-actualized 
leaders. Teachers are simply the most essential part of the past, present and future; moreover, they are the central part of university 
environment. Aristotle once said, 'Those who know, do. Those that understand, teach." William Arthur Ward explained the benefits 
of great teachers, "The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher explains. The superior teacher demonstrates. The great teacher 
inspires." Alexander the Great through the words of, "I am indebted to my father for living, but to my teacher for living well," 
showed gratifying appreciation for his teachers. Most scholars, professionals, parents, governments, and societies at large strongly 
believe that education, especially tertiary education, provides important economic and social benefits to everyone involved. Robert 
B. Zoellick, President of the World Bank Group 2010, said that "Improved learni ng leads to better jobs, greater productivity. and 
higher incomes in every society." Barbara Ischinger, Director for Education - OECD, points out "Education has always been a 
critical investment fo r the future, for individuals, for economies and for societies at large." Therefore, future rests on the shoulders 
of passionate university lecturers who can make an everlasting difference by positively impacting the lives of young lad ies and 
gentlemen. 
Teachers are irrefutably the most important group of professionals for OLl r nation's future. Therefore, it is di sturbing to find that 
many of today's teachers are dissatisfied with their jobs (Bishay, 1996). As Taylor suggested that salary, as an incentive, can motivate 
many employees, however most research findings on the contrary shows that pay incentives have been unsuccessful in increasing 
university lecturers ' motivation because having the passion and being passionate about teaching are far more important for lecturers 
than receiving monetary rewards. Sylvia and Hutchinson (1985) claim that un iversity lecturers are more motivated througb intrinsic 
elements such as freedom of choice, being in control and having autonomy which in turn fosters creativity, better performanc and 
a higher degree of job satisfaction. Greenwood and Soars (1973) believe that teachers feel positive about their job and they are 
more motivated when students engage in more classroom discu. ion. which lead to other important higher order of needs (social 
relat ions, esteem, and actualization). Rothman (1981) suggests that teachers who are satisfied with their teaching performance are 
better recognized by their students who see them more as role models than just teachers. 
Being an educatoL unlike any other job, requires motivators like; a high degr of creativity, innovation, effective communication 
and a wide range of other important attributes. As teachers, what you do and how you teach can positively or negatively impact 
the fragile lives of young students; therefore, teachers have an enormous responsibility as well as a unique opportunity to 
figure out the best way to motivate students. As Maslow would have pointed out, lecturers are motivated by higher level needs; 
recognition, responsibility, and achievement (esteem needs or intrinsic motivation). Furthermore, lecturers are also motivated hy 
flexible universi ty policies, existence of interpersonal relations, effective administration, and working conditions (hygiene factors 
or extrinsic motivation). Although having appropriate level or more of hygiene factors would not increase lecturers' motivation; 
however, reduced or insufficient amount of hygiene factors can certainly demotivate them. Robbins and Coulter (2003) argue that 
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hygiene factors do not motivate employees; instead, administrators should emphasize intrinsic factors or motivators to increase job 
satisfaction. Existence of a good relationship (belonging and social needs) between lecturers and school administrators along with 
colleagues can increase lecturers' motivation. Research findings show that lecturers are better motivated when they are provided 
with time, flexibility and autonomy to design the courses they teach (esteem needs). Receiving credit and acknowledgement of 
their effort and hard work not only motivate lecturers but it also inspires others to follow the same path. Lecturers' achievements 
recognized in the community and getting promoted to an executive administrator role (i.e. dean of business school) can also be a 
huge motivating factor (self-actualization). 
Motivating Students ' Best Work 
The task of creati ng a favorable environment where students are highly motivated is probably the most challenging part of being a 
lecturer because most of the students come from different backgrounds with a w ide range of motivations and expectations influenced 
by past experiences in their lives. Because university lecturers have very little or no control over students' behavioral choices, then 
it becomes entirely up to the instructors to design the courses in such a way to foster students' motivation. As a starter, lecturers 
need to recognize which students are intrinsically and which students are extrinsically motivated. This will help lecturers to develop 
those students who are intrinsically motivated to become life-long learners because students in this category do not pay attention 
to external pressure and they are always interested in learn ing new 
knowledge to satisfy their curiosity; moreover, intrinsically motivated"The mediocre teacher 
students enjoy autonomy and being in control of their destiny. The 
expectancy-value theory suggests that students can be successful as long tells. The good teacher 
as they put in the required time and effort to complete academic tasks 
and appreciate the value as well. explains. The superior 
teacher demonstrates. 
The great teacher 
Just like lecturers. it is important to understand that students as well 
are motivated through intrinsic and extrinsic forces. Since most of theinspires. " 
extrinsic motivators (power, money, William Arthur Ward good grade or punishment) are not 
possible to offer in a university setting, lecturers can motivate students 
based on attai ning good outcome (good grades) and punishing those with poor perfonnance (bad grades). Self-determination and 
autonomy are most noticeable characteristics of intrinsically motivated srudents who do not need much motivation because they are 
genuinely interested in the true process of learning rather than just receiving good grades. Therefore, lecturers need to recognize 
students with intrinsic attributes because these students would be easily demotivated if good grades are presented to them by the 
lecturer as a way of motivation. Students with intrinsic motivation believe that things are under their control and they have the ski lis 
that will help them reach desired goals. Reinforcing intrinsic values such as praise, recognition, curiosity and thirst for knowledge 
can turn intrinsically motivated students into life-time learners. 
Re earch findings show that most students are highly motivated to learn when they are actively involved in the teaching/learning 
proce s; thus, lecturers can try to take advantage of student-centered learning paradigm (SCL) instead of using more traditional 
method oflecturer-center d learning (LCL). In student-centred learning, instead of being told what to do by their lecturers and given 
t of in tructions to f 1I0w, students are directly and actively involved discovering new knowledge through experience where 
collaborate, cooperate, compete (at times), and share information with other fellow students. Although this style 
ing could be considered by some students challenging (because SCL encourages students to use their imagination and full 
ty to be creative, and sometimes it forces them to think outside the box), various research papers on the topic show that most 
1111111111'nl.: howe er prefer this type of learning anyway because they say that they feel flexibility and empowernlent to develop their 
knowledg to invent new and better ways. This is not saying by any means that the students in SCL are totally left on their 
wn to achieve learning by themselves; lecturers still play an important role as a coach/facilitator to make sure that the students 
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are organized and grouped well to work together cohesively. However, probably the most challenging role of lecturers in SCl is to 
develop creative ways to evaluate the learning outcome with the involvement of the students. The most positive part of this teaching 
and learning style i that lecturers and students learn, deve lop, and discover together as part of the same team (Taskinsoy, 2012) . 
It makes a huge di fference in motivation as to how lecturers design and teach the course, which can either motivate or demotivate 
students who come from various backgrounds with different expectations; some are concerned about getting good grades (extrinsic), 
others are driven by interest and pleasure in the learning activity itself and not concerned about grades (intrinsic). However, al most 
all students are motivated when their lecturers provide clear instructions and expectations about the course. Moreover, students 
always like when they receive timely fe edback regarding their status in thc course, which means that the results of quizzes, tests, 
midterms and homework have to be announced in a reasonably short ti me. l ecturers with a great deal of professional experience 
come ha ndy in providing interesting real life experiences which foster intrinsic motivation that enables students to become very 
interested in the subject matter. This way, students fee l being part of something real rather than the textbook material (belonging 
needs), which may be viewed as boring and not essential by some students. Even though it is pretty common sense to everyone, but 
it would help mention again that all students appreciate when lecturers are open-minded and they approach students with respect; in 
addition , lecturers must keep in mind that students do not just see them as someone who provides lectures, but see them as potential 
role models. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to every theory; therefore, lecturers must consider them before utili zing such theories. For 
instance, intrinsic motivation develops students to become life-time learners which is a huge advantage; however as the disadvantage, 
according to Delong and Winter (2002), the theory 's focus on the subject matter rather than rewards or punishments make.., it a time 
consuming process which may be considered slow to change behavior. Students who are intrinsically motivated may ask themselves 
the kind of questions like "does this subject interest me?" or "will learning math make me a better problem solver'}" Delong and 
Winter (2002) also argue that on the contrary of intrinsically motivated students lecturers would spend less preparation effort and 
tbey would have ea ier time to change the behavior of extrinsically motivated students (advantage) . However, disadvantage of 
this theory is that lecturers often have difficulty of not knowing how to motivate students with extrinsic traits because this type of 
students are motivated with rewards or punishments and they lose interest when aforementioned incentives are absent. Lecturers 
also need to be carefu l using intrinsic and extrinsic motivation because research by Bain (2004) indicates that extrinsic rewards can 
have a negative impact on intrinsic motivation due to the fact that intrinsically motivated students would get demotivat d by grades 
used as a motivation factor. 
Besides theories, thcre are more basic approaches that lecturers can always uti li ze to motivate the ir students . Sometimes nonverbal 
component of communication by lecturers can deliver mislead ing messages to the students; therefore, it is crucial for the lecturers 
to have a positive attitude and passion about teaching. Building rapport willl tudents can be a ·ign ifil:ant motivator in the sense that 
students will feel the lecturers ' sincere effort to find out more about the students' background, interests, and future plans. tudents 
can easily get demotivated when there is so much ambignity and unknown about their course, especially if they have no clue about 
what to expect from the course and the lecturer in terms of grades. Having said that, lecturers, preferably in the first day of class, 
should explain clearl y about the learning outcomes of the course and the expectations of the lecturer as we ll as the assessment 
criteria that will be used to calculate the grades. When studen '. are included in the teaching/learning process, they become highly 
motivated to solve a problem or discover new ways of doin" things 0 0 their own (este m needs); moreover, this gives them the 
opportunity to work side by side with other classmates through collaboration (social and belonging needs). Although it is always 
easy to notice negative behavior and poor performance, however lecturers should always recognize positive behaviors and praise 
them accordingly, this will in turn foster and encourage other students follow the same path. 
arious tools and techniques are always avai lable to lecturers to utilize in moti ating young students. The only problem is deciding 
what motivating techniques to lise and when to use them. rt is totally up to the lecturers either to teach with passion and leave 
everlasting positive impression on students who will see them as rol models or to remai n as ineffective lecturers who have failed 
to use a unique opportunity to shape up the lives of young ladie, and gentlemen. 
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M otivation is the key to keeping lecturers and students focused and to make each one of us feel worthy and happy in the teaching and learning environment. More often than not, our opinion matters the most when we 
make decisions. Motivation pushes us to accomplish our goals to improve our teaching and learning. However, 
keeping students interested and happy in learning is not an easy task. 
Based on many popular motivation theories, students commonly direct their behaviors toward activi ties that they value 
and in which they have some expectancy of success (Mc Millan & Forsyth, 1991). Such act,iv,ities will make them 
motivated to learn. Students learn by doing, making, writing, designing, creating, solving and other acti ities that requi re 
them to be active. 
Based on my personal classroom experiences, from the moment I start teaching a course, it is good to get to know 
students by asking them to provide their profile or biodata, especially if they are in a large group. If the group is small, 
an ice breaking session is a good way to start the first lesson. 
Facebook is also a medium to socialize with our students and to get to know them better. Using social ne tworking sites 
like Facebook enables lecturers to share something about ourselves and what we stand for. In this way we wil l be able 
to let our students know that we have high expectations of them. We want them to succeed not only in class but a lso in 
their lives after university. 
Making ourselves available for students is also an important mOJivating factor for students. Lecturers can let their 
students know that their lecturers can be reached by means of email, mobile phones, and Facebook, should the need 
arIses. 
Before we can get students to be interested in what they are learning, we should first be enthusiastic about the subject that 
we are about to teach. Lecturers' enthusiasm comes from confidence and interest for teaching and sharing knowledge 
with students. With self-assurance and motivation, lecturers are more prepared to deliver subject matter in an interesting 
manner and with greater zest. 
There has been a handful ofiiterature which revealed that most learning takes place outside the classroom. It is important, 
then, for a lecturer to lead students to continue learning after class; to prepare them for life-long learning, to require them 
to apply concepts or theory in their lives after class, and to shape their out of class learning experiences; through hints, 
suggestions, and assignments (Harris, 2010). Field trip is one of the ways to help students learn outside the classroom. 
They get to be exposed to real world examples and to socialize and work with the society. 
In student centered learning, lecturers should focus on students' interest by looking at their needs and factors that 
motivate them to learn. For instance, when planning for a destination for a fi e ld trip, could a lecturer create options for 
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students, to choose between de tination A or destination 
B? In creating the choices to ch ose from, the Ie turer gets 
the students involved in the decision making process, and 
consequently encourage them to become more involved in 
the field trip activity. 
Everyone likes to be rewarded, and reward is a way to get 
students motivated to learn. Rewards can be in the form 
of giving goodies, or providing students with positive 
feedback/ praise for doing well, participating in class or 
answering questions. Using rewards in a timely manner 
will in tu rn nurture students' belief that they can succeed 
over time an improve their performance in class. For 
lecturers, using rewards shows how much we care for our 
students. 
One way to motivate lecturers is to have faculty retreats. 
During such retreats lecturers can be (re)motivated to 
work, as an expert in his/her discipline, and as part of a 
team. Such events are also timely for addressing any issues 
and ideas regarding our work and role at the university. 
Various retreat activities can be included such as a mixture 
of socialization and team-building activities; analysis of 
the strengths and weaknesses of work culture; and sports 
activity. Our university also encourages lecturers to seek 
for continuous professional development initiatives 
in the form of courses or workshops, conferences and 
postdoctoral studies All lecturers are always encouraged 
to conduct r search and apply for research grants either 
from interna l or external sources. 
Lecturers wi ll be motivated if they can get their teaching 
materials ready before teaching. Good computer network 
in campus is needed for effective teaching delivery as 
everyone can get access online faster and will not have 
problem accessing the computer servers. Lecturers should 
also be encouraged to ask for the instructional supplies 
they require on time to facilitate teaching and learning as 
long as the requ st is within facuIty 's budgets. 
In school, teachers are rewarded with Best Teacher awards. 
Likewise, ther should also be awards for best lecturer at 
the faculty level, based on feedback from students and 
staff. The Centre for Applied Learning and Multimedia 
(CALM) has given out awards to lecturers who promote 
the e-learning culture. Th is award has motivated lecturers 
to enhance their teaching and learning. In addition, 
new lecturers are also given the opportunity to take up 
the Postgraduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning 
Programme as part of their continuing professional 
development. 
For teaching and learning to be effective, a good lesson 
plan is importanL as it guides class instruction. Preparation 
of lesson plans is needed to keep lecturers on track and to 
stay motivated to teach. 
Lecturers also can break away from their conventional 
methods to teach. For instance, they can lise a variety 
of teaching achvltl and method in the course such 
as role playing, debates, brainstorming, discussions, 
demonstrations, case studies, audiovisual presentations, 
inviting guest speakers, small group work, or fieldwork 
which was mentioned earlier. Varying teaching methods 
and activities will keep lecturers motivated to teach and in 
achieving the teaching goals. 
At the end of the class session, getting feedback either 
written or verbal from students is important in order to 
know what make them less or more motivated in learning. 
This involves lecturers' reflections on the instruction 
that have been carried out and what can be done further 
improve the teaching process. 
Everyone wants to be successful in I ife. But to be successful, 
one thing we must have is motivation. For lecturers, 
motivation is important as it leads to job satisfaction. For 
students, motivation will make their learning experiences 
a delight instead of chore as they would have the desire 
to participate actively in the learning process and 
consequently gain the knowledge they are interested in. 
Gaining students' interest and motivation is necessary to 
achieve our teaching and learning goals. When students 
feel motivated, they will look forward to come to every 
class. 
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would entice them to 
like the course over 
time. For example, 
when I taught a 
topic on Provis ion 
for Doubtful Debt, 
I showed the class a 
cartoon of a man on 
the top of a building 
who was about to 
commit suicide. While 
contemplating whether 
he should jump, the 
cary Accounting Cia•• 
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character read a Nike advertisement which 
L ast week, I watched a cartoon about an said "Just Do It". I related the same idea accountant who was stressed while preparing from the cartoon into my lecture, in that 
an accounting report. The main character was I explained how in a company which has 
not able to meet a deadline, because the numbers he doubts about a customer's ability to pay 
tried to key in were messed up. Incidentally their debts, the Accounts Department would 
I also caught a movie which depicted an accounts p roceed to "Just Do It", which means they 
clerk who gave up his accounting job to become would create an account called "Provision 
an assassin, because his previous life was too dull. for Doubtful Debt" for such cases. 
Both tales bore the same message - accounting is 
dull and stressful, and to a 
certain extent, can be quite 
Give them real-lifedaunting. 
examples. When I taught 
I can sense a similar sentiment the Introduction chapter, 
when I teach Basic Accounting many students found it hard 
to students who are not from to differentiate between 
the Accounting programme "assets" and "liabilities". 
at my faculty (Faculty of I used real life examples to 
Economics & Business). It is exemphfy the definitions. 
a compulsory course for all I elicited examples from 
programmes at the faculty. Many the students' personal 
of these students hold the believe lives. In one instance, 
that Accounting is scary, and I I asked them to think 
find it a challenge to motivate about their boyfriends/ 
them to learn and love the course girlfriends, and to assess if 
throughout each semester. the persons they love are 
an "asset" or a "liability". 
There are a number of strategies Using these terms, the 
I use in class to motivate my students were able to relate 
students, among which are described below: the concept about possessions that benefit 
and those that would cost them. In class, I 
1. Prepare attractive slides for each class would ask the students to provide examples 
session. In nonnal practice, lecture slides for why they assessed their partners as "assets" 
Accounting are filled with numbers. Using and "liabilities", and the activity generates 
interesting graphics like cartoons would interesting feedback from everyone. 
capture students attention, and consequently 
12 
3. 	 Schedule for short lectures and longer 
tutorial sessions. To learn Accounting, 
one needs a lot of practical exercises and 
tutoria ls. Each semester, I am scheduled 
three hours per week to teach the course. 
r would then divide the hours accordingly, 
in that the lecture sessions would take up 
the minimal amount of time, and the rest 
of the hours every week is spent on tutorial 
sessions. The tutorial sessions allow me to 
personally observe the students' work, and r 
get more time to discuss their problems while 
checking on would use the 
their work. word "exam"
I am able to to refocus their 
assess their attention. When 
strengths and I suggest that the 
weaknesses in 
topic I was teaching 
these tutorial would appear in
seSSlOns. the upcoming ralways find exams, students 
students more would pay more 
forthcoming serious attention to 
when I allow 
the content of the
time for lecture. When the 
discussions in 
class. 
It is interesting to find out about the students' 
personal assessments about why they find 
Accounting frightening - their reasons range 
from weakness in calculations, problems in 
English skills, and some even confessed to 
have parents who work in the Audit field 
which made them dislike the field altogether. 
The tutorial sessions allow me time to assess 
students' level of comprehension, and the 
input help me prepare for the upcoming 
sessions. J find many students ignore basic 
forma ts to prepare solutions, and some 
make care less mistakes when calculating the 
solutions to exercises assigned to them. 
4. 	 Trigger their interest with the word 
"EXAM". In the middle of the lecture, 
especially for topics which are theoretical 
or technical, I 
word "exam" is 
used, many would 
start asking questions, reading carefully and 
listening attentively in class. 
Not all students are unmotivated to learn 
Accounting. When I asked those who did well in the 
course, they would reason that they like Accounting, 
and they do their best to learn as much as they can in 
the course. Undoubtedly students who are motivated 
to do well in this course are those who love the 
nature of the discipline, and they are intrinsically 
motivated to excel. I hold the belief that if I can 
consistently drive the students to become interested 
in Accounting, the students wi1\ eventually like and 
enjoy the course, and consequently they will see that 
Accounting is not a scary course after all. 
13 
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t do. mething. A a proc~ . moti ation entail mental 
r phy 'ical activity. movin t ward a goal, and invol e 
bemg activated and 'ustained (Pintrich & chunk, 1996: 
William & Burden. I 7 
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Motivated students have also been 
observed as displaying positive 
attitudes to learning which further 
contribute to success factors 
(Kinnunen, McCartney, Murphy, 
& Thomas, 2007; McC rtne , 
E kerda l, Mostrom. Sanders, & 
Zander, 2007). 
Motivation is also ignificant for 
The term Motivation is often mentioned in the teaching educators. In the context of tertiary educatIOn. motivati n 
learning literature. Many term such as intrinsic and ha been de Ti ed as the ingredient that stim ulat 
extrinsic as well as integrativ and instrum otal are often I etm rs to ex I in th ir ar r (Melnn i .2 O . L tur r ' 
linked with motivation and a number of theories have who are motivated to do w \I in their t aching are . ha 
been fonned concerning it. These theories offer to explain b en reported to b ptimi ti and enthu ' ia ti re ull ing
motivat ion from di er e perspectives uch as incentive, in higher commitment towards th ir war (Hoy. H ,&
drive, need , and cognition. D pite ueh div rgenee. Kurz, 2008). 
there is a mutual focus of what motiv tion stands for. 
With its roots from the Latin verb mOfivus, whi h mean 
' to move', motivation indi ate a ror \\hich makes one 
One element under motivational influence on learning is (Best, Jarvis, & Ribbins, 1977; Best, 1999a, 1999b). Best 
self esteem. In relation to this, it is extremely important et aI. (1977) explained that pastoral care involves two 
not to destroy students' self esteem especially adolescent main terms which are 'guidance' and ' counselling ' and 
students like those attending our classes . A simple way in in the context of teaching and learning refers to the non-
creating a positive learning environment is through instructional features 
praises. Wben students respond to a question ofthe role ofteachers 
raised or participate in a discussion - be it online or in an educational 
face to face sessions, it is important to encourage institution. 
their contribution. Simple praises like ' excellent However, the 
answer' , 'well done' for perfect responses, and authors caution for 
'good attempt, good try', for responses which are the need to be clear 
not quite accurate, have significant positive effect that the guidance 
on students. Such practice also encourages students and counselling 
to participate in the teaching learning process and teachers provide 
become more active learners. In addition, it also are distinctly 
helps overcome a serious problem in our teaching different from 
learning context - passive student dilemma. the personalised 
services of 
counsellors who 
student relationship and fostering positive attitudes: 
which was nee of through tbe quality of tea hi n ' 
. apprentice-maste r' 
and learning; through the nature 
t now a ' c n umer­
of relationships amongst pupils, provider ' (Jenkins, 
teach r , and adults other than201 ). M reowr, 
teachers; through arrangementsoften the imporLance 
of resear hand for monitoring pupil' overaU 
publication is made pr gress, academi , personal and 
clearly known so ial ; through -pecific pastora l 
e pedall lhrough and support system ; and through 
th 'publish or extra- urricular aeli itie and the 
peri h' ideal gy. but ehoot ethos. In such context it 
.effecti"V e teaching tTers upport for the learning, 
behaviour and welfare fall pupil and addre ses 
the particular diffieu s orne individual pupil 
may e experien ing. p. 3) ==~ 
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Motivating students in the context of higher 
learning is particularly important as evident in the research 
literature which have highlighted the need to provide them 
with emotional support given the higher levels oflife styles 
and academic stress (Abdulghani, 2008; Biro, Baiajti, 
Adany, & Kosa . 2009; Laws & Fielder, 2012). Students 
who feel emotionally supported are reported to perform 
better than th sc who are not (Aschenbrand, Angelosante, 
& Kendall, 200 ). The reali ties at universities where 
w ar fa d with large number of students are blamed 
to atr t Ie turer· 
have expertise and 
training to advise 
students. Support provided by teachers through pastoral 
care are the ones within the context of teaching and 
learning (Best et ai., 1977). A definition provided by the 
UK Department of Education and Science (1988) perhaps 
best describes pastoral care as follows, 
Pastoral care is concerned with promoting pupils' 
personal and social development 
We should not go in and out of class in a mechanical 
Case 1 manner. In addition to being knowledgeable in the subject 
A student who has been coming diligently matter, preparing interesting teaching learning materials, 
for class did not tum up for two consecu­ we could also help make a great difference in students ' 
tive weeks and h also missed the sched­ lives by providing pastoral care when needed. Pastoral care 
uled oral assessment. His contact number needs to b incorporated and considered as an important 
was obtained from the faculty and he was element of good teaching practices. Such considerations 
require institutions of higher learning to devise a codesuccessfully contacted after several futile 
for pastoral care to enhance the delivery of academicattempts. During the face-to-face meeting, 
programmes. Emphasising a need for pastoral care in our
he explained that his father was recently 
theatres of learning is imperative in our efforts to develop
hospitalized and eventually died. He was 
well balanced individuals. Personal care in scaffolding of 
advised to submit the relevant documents students' learning, and providing pastoral support is crucial 
and he was allowed to take the assessment. to facilitate students' journey while at the university. 
He continued to come for class and did 

well in the course. 

This article acknowledges the importance of research 
and publication as crucial aspects of academe but at the 
same time highlights the need to give equal, if not more, 
emphasis to effective teaching and learning. TeachingHad the student in Case 1 not been contacted and asked 
beyond the superficial norm is certainly not an easyfor reasons for his absence, he might have been barred 
task. Moreover, it is not easily acknowledged as part of
from sitting for the examination due to poor attendance 
workload and appraised as it is with publications in lSI 
and may have to repeat the course. A small effort to reach journals, which are applauded and carry notable merits 
out and care by the lecturer has made a difference in the among academicians today. Seeing a student who could 
student's university life. have become a university dropout due to circumtances, 
completing his or her study and doing well in life, is an 
immeasurable reward.
Case 2 
There was once a mature tudent who was 
diligent and w a ove average in terms 
of academic perfomance. However, as the It is hoped that the experiences shared in this a rt icle an 
weeks w nt by he was ob ervcd to often provide some awarenes on the importance of pastoral 
are as a worthwhile effort to motivate I am ers t lea rn at come lat f r lecture and at times would 
their level best, and for us to achieve the ore of fTectivenot tum up at all. She was rcported to 
tea hing.have een regularly potted selling cakes 

at a construction s ite during the day and 

at a market during the ni ght. When she 

\ a asked nb ut her frequen t absen"e , she 

br ke tI wn and xplained that as sh was 

re cntIy divorced, life was dim ult fi r her 

and the three y ung children under her 

care. Iler . eh larship wa in ufficienl to 

meet her family's needs and she as con­

templating quilting her degree programme 
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UNlMAS ha been using blended -Learning to 
complement classroom teaching since late 1990s. Many 
lecturer n campus, the young and the seniors, hav taken 
up the initiative to create online spaces for their courses 
each semester using Morpheus, the offi cial e-Learning 
platfo rm for the university. For Semester I 2012/2013 , 
404 lecturers (out of 625) are actively using 51 6 cou e 
spaces on M rpheus. This represents approximate ly 65% 
ofiecturers who are currently teaching cours on campus. 
After more than a decade of using e-Learning, motivation 
to move forward with new online teaching strategies may 
be fading. Many may have fallen into the "comfort zone" 
trap. Although they continue to have the sam online 
courses on Morpheus each academic session, it seems that 
very li tt l or no change are made to the OUIse space ', 
making them 10 k like exact replicas of the a ll iin r ion 
which th . had first reated on Morph~us. According to 
Mahzideh, Biemans and Mulder (2008). wi llingn " from 
the part of the teacher/cour e instmctor t u e e-L arning 
possibilities in the long run is crucial because they are the 
initiator and facilitators to students lise of e-Learning. [f 
we, a leclur rs, are not motivated to create captivating 
onlin a tivi ties fi r learning, the direct impact will be 
felt by our tud nt , Ollr primary stakeholder group at the 
uni r ity. 
Creating onl ine p c to support learning require many 
hour of thinking, reading and mindful effort to uptake the 
design, devel pment and implementation tasks needed. 
Online space which are successful in supporting learning 
are often those that take up many days of planning and 
developing~ the results are best se n thr ugh student 
perfonnanc in asses ments and nd- f-semester 
feedba k. It is a well-est blished fact that academics are 
busy p p1e; th refi re, to create onlin spa e and make 
change t e i, ting ones will take up time and demand 
ommitment. Th fact that recognition for the initiatives 
to develop such spaces is not measured like thos of 
publications in lSI joumals and so forth furth r relegat 
the need to include or consider online space as a viable 
support for I arning. 
According to Dian Laurillard, a renowned Educational 
Technology professor at the Institute of due tion, 
London, it is ne ary for an online cour e to h ve .. . 
. . . cont xtual experimentati n, and to onti nually 
adju t its functionality to the needs of the users. 
Teacher are not keen t hav to work ut how to 
use the digi tal tools offered to them. ei ther do 
they need any additional administrati e burden 
requiring "self-discipline". Using them has to be 
simple and transparent. (Laurillard, 2007, p2) 
exami ne the eXlstmg online learning tools in 
orpheus, hich are mostly simple to use and easy to 
manage, why aren't we making progressiv ffi rt to make 
l.'Ionline 'ourses more engaging and challenging? 
.. .. .~ 
The types of Blended e-Learning that UNTMAS lecturers use can be categorized based on J and Mo.bamad's· . 
Pedagogical Templates for e-Learning (2007), specifically th fi rs t three types of seven templates d bed, which are:- .. 
I) Online Administrativ Support 
, 
Core learning a tiviti s and support are done face-to- face. Administrative information (announcements..=-.Ien~ar etc.), _ 
readings, mater ials, submission of assignments, and some support are provided online. • 
2) Foil w-up " • 
Core learning a livities and support are done fa e-to-fac . Additional onli n tasks and support are organized in etween 
sessions as fo il up or preparation for the class sessions (e.g. t keep communi ation and focu s in between sessions).I 
3) Parallel 
Learning act iviti s ru n in parallel, some in the face-to-face e ion, others online. 
In NlMAS, e-Learning primarily supports classroom sessions, and a majority of lecturers LlSe the online spaces 
in Morpheus t provide Online Administrative Support for students (the first level of Blended e-Learning in Jara & 
Mohamad's model). 
Now that we have established where most of us stand, the next qu stion is, hm; do we motivate ourselves as lectur rs 
to continuously make our online courses interesting and engaging? 
An insightful study by Siragusa et al. (2007) presented six fa tor, that relate directly to lectur rs' r Ie in making 
e-Learn ing ork fi r their our es. Some of the factors include: 
I) L turer' role and availabi lity 
Lecturer n ed to assume various degrees of commitment, specifically to fa ilitate students' learning pro es es, and 
one of the key elements is to make themselves available to student . For instance, those teaching first year . tudents 
may have to regularly be available online and face-to-face, specifically to mediate learning activities and task . Regular 
postings onlin may help alleviate a first y ar student s anxiety in dealing ith the contents they learn for th nrst time 
at universi ty level. 
Lecturer' s r I and a ailability 
D idanticl 
Schedu led regularly 
Fa ilitativel 
Student requ sted 
2) Lectur rs' perception of importanc 
When lecturers perceiv the online learning initiative i important, they will use and integrate it in to th ir teaching 
pra tices. When tud nts sense and become cognizant of tbe importance of the online space created by th lecturers, tbey 
will cons quently put in conscious effort to use online learn ing in their learning pro ess. 
Lecturer' s perseption 0 . im ortanc 
Inconsequential 
4) Lecturers' online support and training 
3) Lecturers' online abilities 
A lecturer has to have skills to use online tools effectively. A skilful 
lecturer will use and integrate as many features withjn an online 
space, to match the learning needs of students enrolled in the course. 
Lecturer's Online Abiliti ,s 
Novice Expert 
Those who are keen to develop content knowledge of the courses they teach would be inclined to integrate the newest, 
latest ideas in the field into the online learning environments they manage and teach. Those who are less k n would 
not be bothered to update their slides, resources they upload, and may use the same materials over and over again. The 
university has to play its part to recognise the extensive amount of work that a lecturer takes in designing, developing 
and improving instruction in their online course spaces. To be able to progressively improve e-Learning skills, training 
is key, and it has to be continuously done. 
Lecturer's Online Support/Training 
Non-existent Readily/ Available 
Thes factors reflect the strengths of a lecturer 's position in making learning using online tools effective for un iversity 
students. We are dealing with young adults with varying learning needs and styles, and many require different levels 
of support and facilitation in their pursuit for university education, which is vastly different from their primary and 
secondary education. 
These are some ideas to try out to keep our learning spaces in Morpheus exciting and motivating, both for LIS and the 
students: 
I) Make them "talk". 
se the forum tool lO create spaces for our students to introduce themselves, particularly in the beginning of the semester. 
The introductory mes ages can help set the tempo and mood for the online space. Lecturers can use information acquired 
from the students in the design of relevant learning activities throughout the semester. Relationships and rapport between 
I cturer and students can be developed over informal discussion spaces within the course sites, and students would 
consequently use the online spaces more significantly as they connect with the rest of the classmates and lecturers. At 
the close of the semester, get them to reflect on what they have learned . Yi u can create short task such as drawing an 
infographic of a ll key concepts they have learned in your class. Get them t share their work with others by uploading 
their documents online. Create a friendly conversation with them, either in the final class session, or on Morpheus, to 
summarise and conclude ideas taught in the courses. 
2) se your cam ras. 
Most of us are al read using smartphones, equipped wit relatively powerful little cameras. Use the camera, and take 
pictures of events taking place in your class sessions. U ad class pictures throughout the semester in your Morpheus 
class ites - it an trigg r delight and most importantly, a . . ation, from the class, and they will look forward to see 
your futur upload and updates in the cours paces. P tos makes the online spaces personal - it gives a sense of 
belonging [or the tudents, and they are able t elate th the contents and activities covered in each class session, 
online and face-to-face, as they vie'vv themselves el to the "class" . 
-.-.. -3) "A picture is worth a thousand words". Use graphics where relevant. 
In this era of media dominance, we cannot deny the pO'vver of visual stimuli. BeautifY your 
Use relevant graphics - choose those which can trigger curiosity, and challenge the students to t 
presented in class. 
4) se "One minute notes", and accumulate them in the discussion forum online. , 
These one-minute notes can help students brainstorm and connect ideas that they have learned from 0 cl' es, and 
these notes can be uploaded into the discussion forum spaces within our course sites in Morpheus. The contributions' 
from the students, though seemingly small and simple, will get the students excited about seeing their own work being 
uploaded for everyone to access in the course sites. 
5) Ex itement begets excitement. 
Create opportunities for lecturers in each faculty to talk about what they did and what they have learned from what they 
have done. Sharing sessions are crucial, as these conversations which happen at the collegial level can trigger excitement 
and sustain interest throughout the faculty. A lively and informative series of "experience sharing" sessions will benefit 
everyone who is interested to make learning, and teaching, a meaningful occupation. 
Conclusion 
In sum, using e- earning tor many years may have created many Blended Learning experts among lecturers on campus; 
however, if our collective knowledge, skills and experiences in using e-Learning are not enhanced and enriched over 
time, the learning experience for our students may become mundane and predictable. 
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Throughout the last two decades, with the surgence of use of multimed ia and e-learning in university classrooms across 
the globe, great emphasis has been placed on the issue of student motivation. Unf0l1unately it has been observed in many 
research that not all students are consistently nor highly motivated to I am and use online learning tools . How could 
university lecturers and instructors motivate, engage and encourage the ir shldents to learn online? 
Motivational factors 
Student motivation is an essential component for success in a learning envi ronment, especially in a university setting. 
Motivational factors differentiate between those who seriously want to learn and those who fail to learn. This is 
particularly true for online and unsupervised learning. 
Motivation is important in any teaching and learning process because it improves students ' work quality (Ott nbreit­
Leftwich, Glaz wski, Newby, & Ertmer, 2010), especia lly in science-based subjects (Dermilzaki, Sta rollssi , Va ougios, 
& Kotsi , 2012) . Motivation also facilitates students towards achieving success of their learning (Law, Lee, & Yu, 2010). 
Students ' motivation also could be linked with learning experience (Berta chi lli, Bilotta, Pantano, & Tavernise, 2012). 
Normally stud nts ith positive experiences and attitude tend to perform better in the classroom. 
Motivation is one of the main factors that influence the student performance in lecture halls. Based on a study among 
1,360 students, Velayutham, Aldridge, and Fraser (2012) fo und that learning objectives orientation, value of task and 
self-belief are important aspects of student motivation. 
Meanwhile, Kim (2012) studied the reciprocal impact of emotio s and motivation which can I"ad to suc ess or to 
course dropout (F igure I). He argued that we should optimize both emotion and motivation factors to support student 
performance. 
re I: Reciprocal impact ofemotions and motivation. 
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As a result, course designers, lecturers and instmctors are chall nged to ensure that their educational contents are always 
relevant (McGill. 2012) . In consequence, they have to refresh and realign their teaching materials with the current 
trends . They have to equip themselves with radar to detect the ever-changing job market demand. Finally, students will 
see the direct connection between their course assignments and projects once they graduate. 
If students are able to see the significance of being successful in their learning process, they may voluntarily focus and 
eventually bec me deeply engaged with their learning. Students would submit their assignments on time and according 
to the requirements of the tasks. 
Motivation pre-requisite 
In a study by Kubiatko and Halakova (2009), it was summed that Information and Communication Technology (lCT) 
could increase student motivation In a similar vein, providing well-established Internet connection has become a 
pre-requisi te fo r learn ing support for students. It could motivate students, as asserted by Lopez, Luis, Labord, Royo, and 
Teresa (20 11) who mentioned: "Students have access to course material, as well as an online digital library where they 
can carry out tasks and do exams, thus motivating learning. " 
Consequently, there should not any tolerance fortolerate poor computer network service on campus. Internet access 
must be available 2417 for students, and it should be reliable. The connection should be established automatically (with 
security features) in all students' lounges, cafeterias and even from their residential colleges. Slow connection (which 
tend to occur duri ng the early semester) may lead to stud nt fmstrati on. Failur to connect is a discouragement tactor 
for students to engage online. 
Interacting and motivating 
Ideally, online learn ing activi ty should overcome the weakness offace-to-face or traditional classroom learning (Saba, 
2012). 00 a similar position, Cho (2012) raised a concern on the need to educate students to develop strong understanding 
of the nature of online learn ing. They have to understand why they ne d to engage in online learning session, similar to 
having an understanding of the importance of face-to-face sessions with their course lecturers. 
For e amp le in the absence of their course lecturers, the students have to manage their own learning activi ty. From 
the students' perspec ti ves, they must realize that effective learning requires active participation. They also have to 
collaborate among the ir colleagues to achieve learning outcomes. They should not hesitate to express their ideas and 
share the ir knO\· ledge . 
On the other hand, from the teaching perspective, lecturers need to discover and use new techniques to support lively 
online presence (Keengwe Adjei-Boateng, & Diteeyont, 201 2). For example, th ' y can use simple chat (Figure 2) and 
forum tool (Figur 3 and 4). 
Figure 2: A screen shotjor a chat session/or a course 
that I conducted in Semester 1,2011-2012 (TMT4053: 
Multimodal Interaction Technology) . Number in the 
bracket indicated the frequency 0/responses. The ses­
sion lasted/or almost one hoUl: 
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Figure 3: Forum discussion for TMT4053: Multimodal Interaction Technology . 
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prum tool, the students were encouraged to reply to their friends' comments. 
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In online facilitation, students expect their course lecturers to establish meaningful and motivating interactions. In an 
online learning environment, a lecturer has to give honest, friendly and timely feedback to the students. As a result, 
students would become more engaged in online discussions. Only when the lecturer is able to establish meaningful 
online interactions and more importantly to sustain the virtual communication channel, then the learning process will 
occur (Amanatidis, 2012). 
In my personal experience as a course instructor using online learning, I continuously encourage my students during the 
face-to-face sessions to be involved actively online. I make my expectations clear--they have to be highly active in the 
online class sessions. I also remind them to visit Morpheus@UNIMAS regularly. This is because I upload almost all 
course documents (such as lecture notes, assignments and project instructions) online. The students do not expect hard 
copy versions oflecture notes or any learning materials used in the course. However, I have to be cautious since Kinlaw, 
Dunlap and D'Angelo (2012) hypothesized that the more course materials are provided online, the more possibility are 
for the student not to attend the lecture sessions. 
Besides that, in order to manage the learning activity, I should give my students maximum autonomy with minimum 
monitoring. A study among 320 students from elementary schools in Netherlands revealed one important point. An 
online learning infrastructure that is combined with autonomy support has positive effect on the intrinsic inclination and 
learning outcomes (Loon, Ros, & Martens, 2012). 
Several other simple ways to motivate and engage your students to use morpheus@UNlMAS are as follows: 
• Embed exciting videos from YouTube and interesting presentations from SlideShare (Figure 5). 
• Offer some rewards (which will become "carrots") for active students. I reward my students using' stars.' The more 
they contribute positively in the discussion, the more 'stars' they collect. 
• Insert or link various interactive multimedia source such as real-time web-base data, interactive maps and flash 
games. 
• Connect the learning content with current trends and development such as using Google News. 
MULTl,,",ODAL TEACHING AND .. 
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Sandra Bens. M.Ed. 
1000_ . 18 OcIOb« 
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In summary, the nature of Morpheus@UNIMAS is that 
it is just a Learning Management Systems (LMS) that 
administrates online learning activities. It is not a full­
fledged E-Learning platfornl that supports the holistic 
process of learning. However as lecturers, we are still 
able to motivate our students with the above-mentioned 
strategies. It is to ensure that our students maximise the 
virtual learning environment through userfriendly and 
meaningful feedback. 
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The Alma Mater in Their Dreams 
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What kind of university would make students feel go d to be part of and to 
call their alma mater? This was the question that prompted a recenl survey of 
student views on the characteri stics of an outstanding uni versity. 132 students 
from Years I to 4 in va rious degree programmes in l JNIMAS were asked to 
write down the characteristics of an outstanding universi ty. No other prompts 
were provided to nsure there ar no biasne s in their views. Student ' could 
write any number of characte ristics. Hence, the total nu mb r of characterist ics 
obtained in the survey is noL equivalent Lo the sample size of the study. Figure 
1 shows the results of the survey. 
Figure 1. Findings of 
a study on UNl MAS 
students 'perceptions 
of characteristics ofan 
olltstanding University 
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The univers ity students fe lt that an outstanding university 
is one thaI produces outstanding students. This is a 
characteristic that is mentioned most frequently in the 
survey (70% or 92 f 132 students). Different adjectives 
were used by students but they all pointed to excellent 
quality of graduates produced: some of the descriptions 
used were "multi-talented", "good results", "disciplined" , 
"ethical", " systematic" "can compete in the job mark t" 
and "exce ll n1' . These descriptors allude to what the 
part ic ipants of the study wish to be upon graduation. In 
this light, it is u nderstandable why certain universities 
highlight the achievements of the alumni to build 
confidence in the undergraduates. However, most of the 
time the achievements of alumni are placed in alumni 
magazines and events involving the alumni (e.g ., The 
Leadel; Univers iti Sains Malaysia) but it may be worth 
noting that such information can be used to construc t 
students' perc ptions of the abi Iity of their 
university to produce good quality graduates 
who stand out in the society. The 
construction of the university 
quality needs to start with 
the students wh ile they 
are still studying at the 
university. 
Good infrastructure is the 
second most important 
characteristic of an 
outstanding university, 
according to 53 students 
(or 40% of total 
number of participants. 
The infra tructure 
highlighted by students 
incl uded sophisticated 
sports complex, safety, reference materials, hostel 
accommodation, and laboratories. F ive students singled 
out h igh level technology for educational purpose as an 
important feature of an outstanding universi ty to them. 
Undoubtedly, good infrastructure support is necessary for 
learni ng to take p lace and for the wholesome development 
of the students. In fact, facilities have a strong influence 
on students' choice of instituti on of higher learning (Price, 
Matzdorg, Smith, & Agahi, 2003). 
On the th ird most popular criterion, the students did not 
forget the role of lecturers in their un ivers ity education. The 
students were ery awar that university lecturers educate 
them different y Ii: school teachers. They liked the close 
guidance pr v' d by teachers but they also acknowled d 
that lecture s r ote independent learning, n essenti I 
element to build tudems' critical thin ' ng and robl m 
solving ability. These skills help to pre are stud nts for 
their futur role in the w place. About one-third of the 
students in the present study highlighted the importance of 
having ualified lecturers who have the right qualifications , 
enough knowledge and experience and commitment to 
students' learning. Several mentioned "a large number o f 
professors" as an indicator of an outs'tanding university. To 
these students, qualified lecturers are key for them to get 
good results in the ir courses and to be prepared for their 
profess i n - simi lar to what Voss, Gruber and Szmigin 
(2007) found in their survey of students' expectations of 
service quality at a European university. 
In the survey, 28 out of 132 students cited research 
recognition as an important characteristic ofan outstanding 
university. They stated that an outstanding university is one 
where lecturers carry out many researches, obtain national 
and international recognitions for their research work, and 
produce new knowledge and discoveries. The findings 
revealed that students were aware that a uni versi ty is not 
just a place for tJlem to learn at a more advanced level , but 
it is also a p lace where knowledge is cultivated and shared 
with th rest of the world. With the current national interest 
in university rankings and classification of universities into 
research and non-research universities, the awareness 
of the importance of research is in the public realm, 
students included. The study has also illustrated 
that these students are inclined to link the amount of 
research to undergraduate reputation. much like in the 
expectations in American universities (Grunig, 1997), 
where universities are often projected to contribute to 
the advancement o [ knowledge through research. 
The study has also shown that some students 
wanted to study in a university which has 
national and international recognition 
( 16 out of 132 students). A lthough the 
percentage ofresponses for this aspect 
is minimal, the participants 
of the study had have some 
idea of what contribut s to} 
the standing of a university. 
For example. the stud n ts listed 
compliance with Ministry of lligher Education standards. 
quali ty image and abiJity to compete w ith other universit ies. 
A maj or part of th recognition comes from the r search 
profi le of the univer ity a phenomeno n highlighted by 
28 students in th survey. AJ though w hat c neems the 
students directly is a sound curriculum and sOllnd teaching 
(as mentioned by 16 tudents), to have a g od un iversity 
educa ion, they wan t to belong to a universi ty they can be 
proud of. 
E ffi cient unjversity admini stration surpr isingly emerged 
as the fifth rno t frequently mentioned cha racteristic of an 
outstanding university. In the eyes of the participants, a 
good university is ne wilh a commendable management. 
To them, it meant having changes in universi ty polic ies to 
b disseminated effi c iently to all students; to make it work, 
the management has to be fast, systematic, rganised and 
friendly. 
On a simila r sentiment, eleven participants inidicated 
the need for promptness to resolve student problems. a 
characteristic they identified important for an outstanding 
university. A remark from one of the students stated how 
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it is insufficient to only listen to student problems, but also 
to take action on the problems. In order to understand the 
importance of this aspect, it is necessary to take a step back 
and consider the parts of the administrative system that 
students are likely to encounter and may have problems 
with. These may include hostel matters , course registra tion, 
class and examination scheduling and financial matters 
dealing with their scholarships and loans. In these matt rs, 
students dea l ith academic and non-academic staff and 
to them and, for them, it is important to have interactions 
which are cordial (m esra is the word often used by the 
nine students who highlighted this point). If the system 
were without glitches, this factor would have been a non­
issue and might have escaped the attention of students. 
Interestingly, th is factor did not surface in Joseph and 
Joseph 's (1 997) survey of fi nal year students' expectations 
of New Zealand universities which involved seven main 
factors (programm , academic reputation, physical aspects/ 
cost, career opportun ities location, time and others w hich 
includes fa mily and peer influence). 
In sum, the main characteristics ofan outstanding university 
are quali ty graduates good infrastructure, competent 
lecturers research profi le, efficient administration, good 
curriculmll and national and international recognition. 
The other fea tures account for less than 15% o f the 
characteristics brought up by students in the survey. It is 
clear from the responses analysed from the participants of 
the study, qua lity products of university education, both 
the human and non-human factors have to be in place. The 
infrastructure, administrative system and curriculum need 
to be taken care of. At the same time, the lecturers are also 
seen to be instrumental in providing quality university 
education. Quality begets quality. These human and non­
human factors beget the aura of quality that surrounds an 
outstanding univer ity - one that students would b proud 
to caB their university and their alma mater. 
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A renowned American writer, Henry David 
Thore u, in his book entitled 'Walden; or, Life in 
the Woods' wrote the following: 
"I went to the woods 
because I wished to live 
deliberately, to front 
only the essential facts 
of life, and see if I could 
not learn what it had to 
teach, and not, when I 
came to die, discover that 
I had not lived" 
The act of teaching in the world of 
academia is like going into the woods. 
There is a lot of uncert inty that 
awaits - some can be pleasant and 
some displeasina . Getting due recognition for the 
contributions made either in kinds or monetary; 
fe ling great satisfaction for crea ing new 
knowledge that benefit people in the surr unding, 
eith r learners, peers or superiors; and rec iving 
simple expression of gratitude from those who 
appreciate the extra mile that has been travelled • 
to make their life journey meaningful and 
m morable, are some of the pleasant experiences 
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that venturing into the woods can offer. However, the woods may 
not have a clear route to pass through, thus making the journey 
frustrating, somewhat senseless, or perhaps summed as a waste 
of time. The woods can also be a very confusing place to be in, 
especially when each corner of the woods looks very similar to 
each other, but each nook and cranny demand different types 
of care and attention. Further escalating the confusion is the 
pointless trips that have to be made, back and forth, sometimes 
in a roundabout manner, in order to meet the requirements 
enforced by others who mayor may not have sufficient experient;e 
about going into the woods. With no clear signposts, the lived 
experience may take a toll on those who have chosen going into 
the woods as part of their life adventure. 
The woods are often seen as the ground preparat ion for 
life beyond. Those who have opted to go into the woods, by r ight, must care for all the young plants 
inside, making sure they are well nurtured and cared fOf . Important conditions for growth such as 
light, temperature, supply of water and fertilizing must be considered so that young plants are able 
to cultivate and withstand any challenge that come their way. When the time comes for them to make 
the transition to life beyond the woods, irrespective of where the environs may be, the plants will b 
ready. Striking the right balance to nurture the yotmg pla nts in challenging conditions is not an easy 
task. Young plants tend to wilt, turn yellow, and become susceptible to diseases if the conditions made 
available for them do not facilitate their growth. To care for these young plants can also be exhausting 
and stressful. Some plants may require delicate and gentle car e, demanding more attention than others. 
Some may not need constant supervision as their foundations are already solid, however, they may still 
require guidance, encouragement, monitoring and counselling, to ensure that they grow to become great 
trees in their own right. 
Due to th.e diversity of the young plants in the woods, which are in need of regular care and supervision, 
and a variety of responsibilities and miscellaneous tasks that lie ahead along the path in the woods, 
either related directly to meeting the needs of the young plants or other living beings in the surrounding 
environm nt, going into the woods may be synonymous to going into a battlefield. The beauty of nature, 
the breath offresh air, the enchanting flora and fauna, the luscious green landscape in the wood, in its 
entirety, ca n easily become hidden from view when the focus of going into the woods has shifted from 
caring and nurturing others , to struggling to survive and endure trials and tribulations in order to live 
in harmony in the environment. Once the focus becomes clouded, the journey into the woods, into the 
wonders of academia, would lose its appeal and it would no longer be deemed worthwhile . 
The motive that triggers the decision to make the journey into the woods, or rather choose a career in 
academia, plays a big role in shaping the kind of teaching experience that academics would have. There 
may be various pathways that have to be travelled before reaching the woods; however to step inside 
the woods, and make adaptations to the life in the woods, to learn from each experience to become 
a nurturer in the woods, is a decision that needs to be consciously made. When being in the woods 
feels suffocating or overwhelming, perhaps it' best to reflect on the motive that led to the decision to 
step inside the woods in the first place. If it is worth staying on or if the motive is still relevant and 
meaningful, necessary measures need to be taken to allevia te the feeling. 
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There is an abundance of reading materials, tried and tested techniques and strategies on how to become 
or continue to be motivated in teaching, which can be used as travelling guides when walking in the 
woods. However, they most likely would not make any difference if personal satisfaction is no longer 
experienced when being in the woods. The inner core must be w illing to be reignited in order to shine 
onto others. The brighter the inner core gets, the better the performance or output would be, especially 
for those who are under its care. The inner core must be keen to new learning experiences that the 
woods have to offer. The more learning opportunities it acquires the more enriched the experience of 
going into the woods would be. The inner core must be ready to rise to challenges that come along 
with the journey into the woods, regardless of any downhill steps, or missteps, as the key objective is 
to climb up to a greater height. The inner core must also be eager and committed to make going into 
the woods an extraordinary journey, one that leaves a profound a n d lasting impact on the lives of others 
whos paths it crosses along the way. 
Going into the woods is indeed a personal journey. Thougb there are millions of others who have trodden 
the path, no two experiences are ever the same. However, from the journey of others, one common 
thread seems to be that going into the woods, in the world of academia, can be a rewarding expel"ience 
if one chooses to live deliberately in the woods - to make t he best out of what it has to offer a nd not look 
at the living experi ence as one filled with regret but overflowing with opportunities for advancement, 
both intellectually and emotionally. Hence, with the time tha t is left, why not 'Seize the Day' and 
decide to go into the woods, into the robust complex world of academia , an extraordinary and worthwhile 
experience, so that when the moment comes when one h as to leave the woods , it can be done with gr eat 
pride and honour, at a height greater than that when one first embarked on h is journey. 
"however to step inside 
the woods, and make 
adaptations to the life in 
the woods, to learn from 
each experience to become 
a nurturer in the woods, 
is a decision that needs to 
be consciously made." 
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